Interdigitated lipid bilayers of long acyl chain species of cerebroside sulfate. A fatty acid spin label study.
The metastable phase behavior of semi-synthetic species of cerebroside sulfate (CBS), with hydroxy and non-hydroxy fatty acids from 16 to 26 carbons in length, was compared in Li+ and K+ using differential scanning calorimetry. The structure of the metastable and various stable phases formed in the presence of these two cations was investigated using a fatty acid spin label, 16-doxylstearate. A number of stable phases with successively higher phase transition temperatures and enthalpies occur in the presence of K+ (see the preceding paper). Li+ prevents formation of the most stable phases with the highest transition temperatures and enthalpies for all species of CBS. However, it does not prevent a transition from the metastable phase to the first stable phase of the longer chain C24 and C26 species. Furthermore, it allows C24:0h-CBS to undergo a similar transition, in contrast to a high K+ concentration, which prevents it. The spin label has anisotropic motion in the metastable gel phase formed by all species of CBS on cooling from the liquid crystalline phase. The spectra resemble those in gel phase phospholipids. The spin label is partially insoluble in the most stable phases formed by all the lipids, including the unsaturated C24:1 species, preventing further elucidation of their structure using this technique. However, the spin label is soluble in the first stable phase formed on cooling by the longer chain C24:0 and C26:0-CBS in Li+ and K+ and by C24:0h-CBS in Li+, and is motionally restricted in this phase. The motional restriction is similar to that observed in the mixed interdigitated bilayers of asymmetric species of phosphatidylcholine and fully interdigitated bilayers formed by symmetric phospholipids. It strongly suggests that the highly asymmetric long chain species of CBS form a mixed interdigitated bilayer in their first stable gel phases while the metastable phase of these and the shorter chain lipids may be partially interdigitated. The metastable phase of C24:1-CBS is more disordered suggesting that it may not be interdigitated at all. Thus the results suggest that (i) the hydroxy fatty acid inhibits but does not prevent formation of a mixed interdigitated bilayer by long chain species of CBS, (ii) an increase in non-hydroxy fatty acid chain length from 24 to 26 carbons promotes it, and (iii) a cis double bond probably prevents any form of interdigitation. These results may be relevant to the physiological and pathological roles of these structural modifications of CBS.